THE LOGOS THEATRE IS EXCITED TO ANNOUNCE THAT OUR ARTISTIC DIRECTOR,
NICOLE STRATTON, WILL BE OFFERING WEEKLY LESSONS FOR THE GENERAL
PUBLIC IN ACTING AND WRITING THIS MARCH 9 - MAY 4!
If you have seen her work at the Logos Theatre, you know the amazing opportunity these
lessons afford to all who attend! The acting class will be designed to take you to the next
level in character development, how to audition, vocal control and flexibility, movement
on stage, and the art of acting with someone, rather than at them. Nicole is so excited to
work with serious students who wish to use the teaching, exercises and hands-on stage
time that she can provide to take their acting skills to a whole new level!
The writing classes are somewhat of a favorite for Nicole and after working on so many
new and successful scripts, she is anxious to impart her knowledge and experience in this
field to dedicated, up-and-coming writers! The need for writers in this field is immense
and so, it is her hope that through this class, new writers will emerge that can begin to
write exciting, powerful and philosophically sound scripts for the stage and film!

ACTING LESSONS - LIVE STREAM
8-WEEK COURSE

MARCH 9 - MAY 4 | MONDAY 4PM - 5:30PM | 8 SESSIONS | $200
Join us live via Facebook for Acting Lessons with Nicole Chavers Stratton! The class
will participate in an acting scene and exercises which will build each actor’s abilities
in character development, vocal control and flexibility, movement on stage, the art of
acting with someone rather than at them, and much more. Register now to receive
information and access to the exclusive Facebook group.
PAYMENT: $200 due at time of registration

WRITING LESSONS - LIVE STREAM
8-WEEK COURSE

MARCH 9 - MAY 4 | MONDAY 6PM - 7:30PM | 8 SESSIONS | $200
Join us live via Facebook as Nicole Stratton teaches a group of students the basics
of writing, and build your own abilities in sound philosophical thinking, along with
effective storytelling, rise and fall of action, establishment and development of
characters, and much more. Register now to receive information and access to the
exclusive Facebook group.
PAYMENT: $200 due at time of registration

REGISTER NOW

